
tion, usually the time course of the radiotracer in the
circulation, is a prerequisite for accurate quantitation (3â€”5).
Although arterial sampling remains the gold standard input
function for PET, the technical demands and invasiveness of
this procedure have lead several groups to investigate
alternative input functions, particularly in clinical settings.
Arterialized venous input functions (6) have now been used
extensively, and the number of blood samples may be
reduced by several methods (3, 7,8), usually through the use
of population-based input functions (9, 10). The continuous
sampling of expired air has been used as an input function to
determine local cerebral blood flow (11), and the use of a
nonreceptor or nonspecific region of cerebral tissue has been
elegantly characterized as an input function for receptor
binding studies (12â€”14).The use of a region of interest
(ROI)withinthe left ventricleis now well establishedfor
cardiac studies (15), and this approach has recently been
applied to studies of the brain by repositioning patients
during the scanning interval (16). Although the rationale for
avoiding arterial cannulation in a research setting has been
questioned (1 7), these alternatives to arterial punctures have
attracted renewed interest as clinical, quantitative PET
becomes increasingly available (10,18).

The improved resolution and sensitivity of current tomo
graphs led us to investigate the use of intracranial blood
pools as input functions for quantitative PET, an approach
that has been validated for other imaging modalities (19,20)
and that has recently been suggested for the study of local
cerebral glucose metabolism using PET (18). We describe
this experience with 25 patients for whom blood and tissue
time-activity curves were obtained simultaneously from the
PET images. We chose the tracer [18F]6-fluoro-L-m-tyrosine
(FmT) (21,22) for this study because of the large clinical
population available at our institution, but the method
presented here is applicable to a wide range of PET
radiopharmaceuticals. We estimate simple partial volume
and spillover corrections for the blood time-activity curves.
We consider the general case when the tracer does not
equilibrate rapidly between the plasma and the red blood
cells. We compare the resulting input functions with the
input function in current clinical use at our institution, direct
venous sampling. Finally, we use an analytic approach to
examine possible differences between venous and arterial
input functions in the cerebral circulation.

As clinical PET becomes increasingly available, quantitative
methodsthat are feasible in busy clinical settingsare becoming
necessary. We investigated the use of intracranial blood pools as
sourcesofaninputfunctionforquantitativePET.Methods:We
studied25 patientsafterthe intravenousinjectionof[18F]6-fluoro
L-m-tyrosineand compared sampled blood time-activitycurves
with those obtained in small regionsof interest (ROI5)defined in
the blood pools visible in the PET images. Because of the
comparativelylargedimensionsofthebloodpoolattheconflu
ence of the superior sagittal, straight and transverse sinuses, a
venous AOl input function was chosen for further analysis.We
appliedsimplecorrectionstothe AOl-derivedtime-activitycurves,
deriving expressionsfor partial volume, spilloverand partitionof
tracerbetweenplasmaandredbloodcells.Theresultsofgraphic
and compartmentalanalysis using both sampled [C@(t)]and AOl
[Cr(t)] venous input functions for each patient were compared.
We also used an analytic approach to examine possible differ
encesbetweenvenousandarterial inputfunctionsin the cerebral
circulation.Results: Cr(t)peakedsignificantlyearlierand higher
thanC@(t)in this patientpopulation,althoughthe total integral
underthe curvesdidnotdiffersignificantly.We reportsome
apparent differences in the results of modeling using the two
input functions; however, neither the graphically determined
influxconstant,K1,northemodelparameterthatreflectspresyn
aptic dopaminergicmetabolism,k3,differedsignificantlybetween
the two methods. The analytic results suggest that the venous
AOl input function may be closer to the arterial supply of
radiotracerto the brain than arterializedvenousblood,at least in
some patient populations. Conclusion: We present a simple
methodof obtainingan inputfunction for PETthat is applicableto
a wide rangeof tracers and quantitativemethodsand is feasible
for diagnostic PET imaging.

KeyWords:PET;inputfunction;quantitation;clinicalPET
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ne of the key strengths of PET is the ability to perform
quantitative analysis, a feature that has been used exten
sively to determine in vivo cerebral blood flow, blood
volume and the rates of transport, binding or metabolism of
an increasing number of radiotracers (1,2). In many of these
techniques, the accurate characterization of an input func
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Region of Interest for Venous Input Function
The first several frames of each study were summed to obtain an

image of the blood pool within the field of view; we initially varied
the summation time to several values between 30 s and 2 mm. In
one study, we were able to use an MR venogram to confirm our
interpretation of the vascular anatomy revealed by PET and to
verify the position of the ROIs. The venogram was obtained by a
1.5-T Signa Imager (General Electric Medical Systems, Milwau
kee, WI) using a standard pulse sequence. For several patients, a
large number (up to 30) of ROIs were defined on the summed
images, with varying size, shape and position, for both venous and
arterial blood pools. After comparing these initial results, we chose
to use a summed image ofthe first 6 frames (1 mm) ofthe study and
to define small (3.5- to 5.5-mm radius) circular ROIs over several
planes in this image at the confluens sinuum, the confluence of the
superior sagittal, straight and transverse sinuses. We defined ROIs
at the confluens sinuum on between two to five successive planes,
and therefore we covered a total of axial depth of 0.6â€”1.6cm. A
threshold value of 50% of the peak activity in the sinuses was used
to guide the placement of the ROIs. The small range allowed in the
ROI radius and number was due in part to differences in recon
structed pixel size and slice thickness on the two tomographs and in
part to interobserver variation in manually defining the ROIs.

The time course of radioactivity in these venous ROIs was
obtained for the entire dynamic study for each patient, and the data
for ROIs on successive planes were averaged. The resulting time
course, in becquerels per cubic centimeter, has been automatically
corrected during reconstruction for detection efficiency, scatter,
attenuation and decay in the same way that data from the striatal
and occipital ROIs have been corrected. Data from the venous
ROIs correspond to the measured concentration of radioactivity in
whole blood, at the confluens sinuum, at each time point, C,,,(t).

We applied two further corrections to the input function obtained
using this method. First, we performed a simple correction for
partial volume, the effect of imaging an anatomic structure that fills
only a fractional volume of some of the voxels in the ROI, and the
spillover effect caused by the finite resolution of the tomograph
(24). These effects can be corrected simultaneously through the use
of a recovery coefficient, f; the recovery coefficient describes the
fraction of â€œtrueâ€•counts in the physical volume circumscribed by
the ROl that is recovered by, or attributed to, the voxels of the ROl
after reconstruction. The contribution of radioactivity in the tissue
surrounding the ROl is weighted by (1 â€”f), such that:

Cm(t) fC@(t) + (1 â€”

where Cm(t) @5,again, the measured concentration time course, and
C@(t)is the true concentration time course in whole blood. We used
the occipital ROl, C0(t), to give an estimate of the concentration
time course in surrounding tissue. Rearranging, we find that the
concentration time course in whole blood is given by:

C@(t)= [Cm(t) C0(t)]If + C0(t). Eq.1

Equation 1 clarifies that the correction for both fractional pixel
volume and spillover effects (referred to later as the partial-volume
correction) is only applied to the difference between the measured
activity in the region, Cm(t), and the activity in the surrounding
area.

The tomographs we used have been well characterized, with
spatial resolutions of 6 mm (full width at half maximum [FWHM])
in three dimensions. To estimate the value of the recovery
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MATERIALS AND METHODS

StandardClinicalProcedure
We examined 25 patients (16 men, 9 women; mean age 53 Â±14

y) using our routine clinical procedure for investigating cerebral
dopaminergic function with PET. These patients were referred for a
variety of clinical reasons, involving differential diagnoses of
Parkinson's disease, cortical basal ganglia degeneration and other
movement disorders. Patients were asked to refrain from taking all
medication 24 h before scanning and were studied after an
overnight fast. Patients were examined by either an ECAT953 (n =
8)orECATART(n= 17)positrontomograph(Cli PETSystems,
Knoxville, TN) after the intravenous injection of 185â€”370MBq
FmT. The head was positioned with the orbitomeatal line perpen
dicular to the gantry and was immobilized in a head holder; room
light and ambient noise were kept to a minimum. Patients were
scanned for 12 frames at 10 s per frame, for 6 frames at 30 s per
frame and for 23 frames at 300 s per frame for a total of 2 h.
Attenuation correction was calculated from a manually positioned
ellipse in each ofthe axial planes: 47 overlapping planes covering a
15-cm field of view in the ECAT ART or 31 overlapping planes
covering 10 cm in the ECAT 953. The last 6 frames (30 mm) of the
study were summed and ROIs were drawn manually around the left
and right striata and the occipital lobe. The time course of
radioactivity in these regions, in bequerels per cubic centimeter,
was then obtained for the entire dynamic study (41 frames) for each
patient. To express ROI time courses as fractions of injected dose,
these concentrations may be normalized by the dose injected, as
determined by the dose calibrator (CRC-l2; Capintec Instruments
Inc., Ramsey, NJ).

Arterialized venous blood samples were taken throughout each
study, every 20 s for the first 3 mm, every 30 s up to 5 mm, every
2.5 mm up to 20 mm andthenat 25, 30, 40, 50, 60, 75, 90, 105 and
120 mm. These samples were spun for 5 mm in a centrifuge, and
the radioactivity in 1 mL plasma was then counted in a Nal (11)
well counter (Minaxi â€˜y;Packard Instruments Co., Downers Grove,
IL). The counts reported by the well counter were decay corrected
to the time of injection and then were normalized to percentage
injected (%ID) dose by counting three 1-mL samples of a known
mass fraction ofthe dose, diluted in a 1-Lstandard. The normalized
time course of total plasma radioactivity will be referred to as the
sampled venous input function [C,(t)].

We defined the time course of the partition of FmT between
plasma and red blood cells in 5 patients. For each blood sample, we
counted separately 1 mL plasma and 1 mL whole blood in which
the cells had been lysed by the addition of a small amount of
saponin. We also measured the hematocrit in each sample.

Plasma samples at 10, 20, 50, 90 and 120 mm were analyzed for
labeled metabolites of FmT by high-pressure liquid chromatogra
phy as described (23). We obtained the time course of radioactivity
attributable to FmT (the FmT fraction) by fitting a double
exponential function to the fraction of FmT determined at each of
these times. We then obtained the sampled FmT input function
[@(t)] by multiplying the time course of total plasma radioactivity
by this FmT fraction. At our institution, we routinely use the time
course of circulating FmT estimated in this way as an input
function for both graphic and compartmental analyses, providing
quantitative assessments of dopaminergic function (such as an
influx constant) to the reporting or referring physicians (or both).



coefficient, we simulated circular vessels with radii between 1 and et al. (27), with parameter values determined for tyrosine (Table 1
15 mm, centered on a 50 X 50 mm grid of 0.1-mm pixels. Pixels [29]).
within these regions were arbitrarily assigned activities of 1, To apply the transfer function for tyrosine computed in this way
whereas surrounding pixels had 0 activity. The grid was then to our measured data, we fit the mean Cr(t) to a smooth function (by
smoothed by a two-dimensional Gaussian operator with a FWHM Nelder-Mead simplex):
of 6 mm (25). Circular ROIs were centered on the grid with radii

M' Iâ€”(1â€”v't)2\between 1 and 35 mm, and the mean activity per pixel within the Cr(t) exp (@ 4D't )@ Eq. 3
ROl was calculated. This value gives an estimate of f for regions of
different radii drawn around a vessel of a given radius. To verify
this analytic correction, we imaged glass tubes with internal radii of This function describes the dilution of a bolus input as it travels
2, 3, 3.85,6.25and13.25mm,eachcontainingasolutionof62,900 through a thin tube (30) and dependson three parameters,each
Bq â€˜8Fper cubic centimeter. Each tube was scanned for 5 mm and normalized to the distance between the injection point and the
was reconstructed using a ramp filter (cutoff frequency 0.5 Hz) and sampling point, x@:the amount injected, M' = M/x0; the diffusion
calculated attenuation correction. Circular ROIs with radii between of the substance in the medium, D' = D/xo2;and the speed of the
1 and 31 mm were centered over these vessels, and counts bOlusas it travels through the medium, v' = v/xe. (A gamma variate
recovered were compared with the known concentration of â€˜8Fin was also fit to the mean C@(t)but the results were not visibly
the solution. different.) The smooth fit to the mean input function was then

Second, to obtain the concentration time course of radioactivity deconvolved with the computed arterial-venous transfer function
in plasma, we corrected for the fraction of radioactivity in whole for tyrosine, yielding an estimate of the time course of radioactivity
blood that is from plasma. In general, this is given by: in the carotid artery. In this way, we estimated some of the possible

differences between the time courses of radioactivity in the arterial
and venous blood in the brain.

Eq. 2 Finally, we evaluated the effect of using either @(t)or @(t)as
input functions for both graphic and compartmental analysis, using

where H is the hematocrit, and a is the equilibration time constant. the time course of radioactivity in the striatum for each patient as
Note that if a is large, equilibrium is reached rapidly and C@(t)= the tissue compartment. We performed the graphic method pro
C@(t).On the other hand, if a is small, equilibrium is never reached, posed by Wong et al. (31) and a simple two-compartment,
and Cr(t) C@(t)/(1 H). three-rate-constant model (23). Note that both the sampled and the

@ The time course of radioactivity determined from the venous ROl plasma input functions were corrected for FmT fraction as
ROl can then be normalized to %ID to obtain Cr(t) in units of described previously before being used as inputs to the analyses.
fraction of injected dose. In the same way that the sampled input The slope (influx constant, K), intercept and rate constants that
function is corrected for peripheral metabolism of the tracer, C,.(t) provided the best fit to the measured data were determined using a
can be multiplied by the FmT fraction to obtain @(t),the ROI input Nelder-Mead simplex search method. We examined correlation
function for FmT. between parameters calculated using the two methods and per

formed two-tailed paired t tests to check for significant differences

Comparisonof InputFunctions betweenparametervalues.
We examined the peak height, time to peak and total integral

under both the sampled and the ROl plasma input functions, RESULTS
computing mean and SD and using two-tailed paired t tests to We found the images obtained by summing the first
check for significant differences between the two distributions. We minute of scanning to be remarkably similar among patients;
also computed average C,(t) and C@(t)for all patients, shifting the an example is shown in Figure 1A. Transaxial and sagittal
input functions such that peak times for all patients were aligned, to

sections clearly show the transverse and superior sagittalminimize the smoothing effect of averaging curves that peak at
sinuses, respectively; the confluence of these sinuses isdifferent times.

Given the measured time course of radioactivity at the confluens easily identifiable on the PET images and is visible in the
sinuum, we wished to estimate the time course in the internal coronal section (center panel). The graph (Fig. 1B) illus
carotid artery. The transit of tracer substances through brain tissue trates the time courses of radioactivity in several ROIs
has been well characterized in the literature (26â€”28).In particular, shown in transaxial sections (Fig. 1C); these ROl time
values of the appropriate permeability surface area products and courses have not been corrected for partial volume or
distribution volumes for the transit of a large number of large partition. Note that the time to peak rarely differs for
neutralaminoacidsbetweenthe carotidarteryandjugularvein different areas within the blood pools of a single patient,
have been determined (29). To evaluate the arterial-venous impulse whereas peak height and peak width can differ more
response for a given tracer from these parameters (Eq. 23 [27]), it noticeably. The maximum peak height for the ROIs defined
was necessary to provide a reference function describing the in the venous blood pool is 41% higher than the peak in the
arterial-venous transfer function for an inert, nondiffusable tracer.

internal carotid artery. Given the wide range of blood vesselTo describe this reference function, we used the model proposed by
diameters throughout the brain, this variation is most likelyKnudsenet al. (Eq.Al [28]), with parametervaluesdeterminedfor

Na@(Table 1 [28]), the reference substance used for studies of associated with partial-volume effects.
L-phenylalanine and other amino acids (28,29). As an approxima- Figure 2A illustrates the magnitude of the analytically
tion of the arterial-venous transfer function for FmT, we used this derived recovery coefficient for circular vessels with 1- to
referencefunctionandthewell-mixedmodelproposedbyKnudsen15-mmradii,sampledbycircularROIswith1-to15-mm

1â€” H(1â€” c_at)

Cr(t) C@(t),
(1-H)
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FIGURE1. Intracranialbloodpool.(A)Venousbloodpoolintransaxial(left),coronal(center)andsagfttal(right)sectionsofFmT
PET study is shown. Transverse and superior sagittal sinuses are clearly visible in these images. (B) Graph illustrates time courses of
radioactivity in circular ROIs defined on transaxial sections (C). ROIs illustrated are 3.5 mm in radius and were defined at confluens
sinuum(P42), lateralaspectofleft transversesinus(P48), intersectionof righttransverseandsigmoldsinuses(P54, lateral)and left
internalcarotidartery(P54, medIal).Notethat maximumvalueof peakheightobtainedinvenousROls is 41% higherthan peakvalue
obtainedin internalcarotidartery.Sectionsfor ROlswere obtainedby reslicingimagevolumeinto 75 transaxialsections,each 2 mm
indepth.

radii. The inset shows the variation of the recovery coeffi
cient with region radius for vessel radii of 3, 4 and 5 mm.
Note that the magnitude of f is about 0.5 but can vary
between 0.3 and 0.7 for the region sizes used in this study,
which were 3.5- to 5.5-mm radii. Figure 2B illustrates the
excellent agreement we observed between this analytic
model and the recovery coefficients we determined experi
mentally, particularly for small ROI radii and vessel radii
between 3 and 6 mm. For larger vessels, the model slightly
overestimates the recovery coefficient (Discussion).

To approximate the magnitude of the partial-volume
effect for a given patient, we used the actual radius of the
venous ROI for that patient and a fixed value of4 mm for the
radius of the blood pool at the confluens sinuum. The latter
value was obtained by direct measurement of an MR
venogram obtained in a healthy, 52-y-old man and compares
well with scaled diagrams available in the literature (32).

Some error is clearly introduced by assuming this value
holds for all patients in this population; we examine this
issuefurtherin theDiscussion.

The magnitude of the correction for partial volume and
spillover changes over time, depending on the difference
between activity in the ROl and activity in the surrounding
tissue at each time point. We applied Equation 1 to the
measured time course of radioactivity at the confluence of
sinuses for each patient, using C0(t) for each patient as the
time course of radioactivity in surrounding tissue. Figure 2C
shows the mean amplitude of this correction for 25 patients,
plotted as the difference between the measured [Cm(t)] and
corrected [C@(t)]curves at each time. Note that the correc
tion for the recovery coefficient is highest at early times and
falls to near zero after a few minutes. Also note that the
maximum correction applied, on average, is about 1.25 X
l0@ ofthe injected dose, or 18% ofthe mean peak height of
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FIGURE2. Partial-volumeandspillovercorrections.(A)Analyticallydeterminedrecoverycoefficientisshownforregionof interest
(AOl) and vessel radii between 1 and 15 mm. Inset shows recoverycoefficient(Coef)for AOl radii between I and 5 mm and vessel
radiiof3,4and5mm.(B)Analyticallydeterminedrecoverycoefficient(solidlines)forfivevesselradiibetween1.975and13.25mmis
compared with experimentallydeterminedvalues (0). Note excellent agreementfor small vessel and region radii. Divergenceof
calculated and measuredvalues for large vessel radii may be associatedwith three-dimensionaleffects that were not included in
analyticmodel. (C) Magnitudeof mean partial-volumeand spillovercorrectionfor 25 patients is shown. C@(t)= corrected curve;
Cm(t) measured curve. Error bars illustrate Â±1SD. Note that correction is negligible afterfirst 2 mm.

Cr(t) (see the following discussion of the results). The pressed as fraction of injected dose per unit volume) in 1 mL
magnitude of this correction at the peak of Cm(t) has a large plasma and 1 mL whole blood. Figure 3B illustrates the time
SD because of intersubject differences in both peak height course of the equilibration of radioactivity between plasma
and time to peak. and red blood cells. The mean equilibration time constant for

Figure 3A shows the time course of radioactivity (ex- the 5 patients was 0.2346 min'. This value and a hematocrit
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FIGURE3. (A)Timecourseofradioactivity(fractionofinjecteddoseperunitvolume)in1 mLplasma(0) and1 mLwholeblood
(asterisks).Note expandedtime scale in inset. (B) Fractionof counts in 1 mL whole blood that can be attributedto radioactivityin
plasmaat eachtime point.Solid line representslineof best fit to Equation2.

of 0.42 for men (n = 16) or 0.38 for women (n = 9) were
used in Equation 2 to obtain the concentration time course in
the plasma contained in the venous input function.

Figure 4A shows the time course of radioactivity in whole
blood determined by averaging ROl time courses for three
ROIs defined at the confluence of sinuses on three succes
sive image planes for a single patient. The time course of
radioactivity in the venous ROl after correction for the
recovery coefficient is plotted by the dashed line. Finally, the
concentration time course of radioactivity in plasma is
plotted by the solid line. The dot-dashed line shows the time
course of radioactivity in sampled plasma for comparison.

After applying the partial volume and partition correc
tions, we were able to compare the sampled [C@(t)]and ROI
[Cr(t)] venous input functions. Table 1 gives the mean and

SD of the peak height, time to peak and total integral under
each of these curves. The ROl input function peaks signifi
cantly earlier (n = 25, t = 4.70, a < 0.001) and higher (n =
25, t = 19.73, a < 0.001) and has a smaller degree of

intersubject variation. The peak height is plotted against
time to peak for each patient in Figure 4B. These results
highlight the greater degree of dispersion and delay that is
intrinsic to the sampled venous input function. The total
integral under the input function did not differ significantly
between the two methods (n = 25, t = 1.06, a > 0.3).

The mean sampled and venous input functions for all
patients are shown in Figure 4C. As explained previously,
we shifted each C0(t) to peak at 2.45 s and each Cr(t) to peak
at 0.66 5 before computing the average. The sampled input
function has clearly been subject to a far greater degree of
dispersion and delay. The best fit of the mean Cr(t) to the
analytic function described in Equation 3 was given by
M' = 0.44 mm', D' = 8.67e-4s@andv' = 2.48e-2s@
and is shown by the solid line in Figure 4C. This function
was fit to data points up to 1 mm, before recirculation of the

tracer is apparent. The deconvolution of this smooth fit with
the arterial-venous transfer function for tyrosine is shown by
the dashed line. This estimate of the arterial supply of FmT
to brain tissue peaks at 28.7 s (0.48 mm) and 0.075 %ID
(7.5 X l0@) (compare with values in Table 1).

The results of graphic analysis using the metabolite
corrected input functions are shown in Table 2, which also
provides the correlation coefficient, r, and the significance
level of the t test, a. (Note that the value of a shown in Table
2 reflects the probability that there is a significant difference
between the two distributions of K1, not whether the
correlation differs significantly from zero.) The correlation
coefficient between influx constants obtained by the two
methods was 0.69, and neither the values of K nor the
graphic intercept determined by the two methods were
significantly different at the 5% significance level (Fig. 5A).
There appears to be a trend toward higher influx constants
when calculated with the ROI input function, however, and
for a greater degree of variation within our patient popula
tion.

The results of compartmental analysis are shown in a
similar manner in Table 3. The values of all three rate
constants calculated by the two methods were correlated. No
significant differences were observed between the mean
values of the rate constants determined using the two input
functions, although there appeared to be a trend toward
lower values of K1 and k2 when the ROl input function was
used. The distribution of k3 values that were determined
using the two input functions is illustrated in Figure SB.

DISCUSSION

Quantitative assessments of dopaminergic function (such
as a K) are routinely requested for patient studies at our
institution, and the need for quantitative clinical PET
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therefore provided the impetus for this study. Recent reports
in the literature (8, 10, 14, 16,33) have offered a variety of
Ã§legantsolutions to several problems associated with arterial
sampling; however, few of these techniques are applicable to
diagnostic PET studies. The use of a reference region
(12â€”14,34) as an input function or simple ratio techniques

(35,36) also offer noninvasive quantitation and are far less
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TABLE1
Comparisonof SampledVenousandVenousROl

InputFunctions

C@(t@,sampled1.08 Â±1.052.45 Â±2.0211.5 Â±4.9(0.97)(0.82)(0.43)C,(t@,

AOl5.75 Â±2.21
(0.38)0.66

Â±0.24
(0.36)10.1

Â±4.5
(0.44)

*Unitsarefractionofdoseinjected;valuesshownarex 10@.
tUnitsare(fractionof doseinjected)x mm;valuesshownare

x104.
ROI = regionofinterest.

sensitive to noise and partial-volume effects than the method
we propose here. The ability to measure the time course of
radioactivity in the circulation, however, offers greater
flexibility for a range of modeling approaches and does not
depend on the existence of an appropriate reference region
for each tissue or metabolic rate constant under study. For
example, our experience with 3-O-methyl-6-'8F-fluoro-L-
dopa, the methylated metabolite of 6-'8F-fluoro-L-dopa,
indicates that this substance is handled differently by
dopaminergic and nondopaminergic regions of the human
brain (37).

Figure 4A illustrates the disparity we observed between
sampled and ROl input functions for a single patient. We
were surprised to find this degree of dispersion and delay in
the sampled input functions, given that the virtual transit
time from the carotid to the radial artery is only 6.5 s (28,38).
Koeppe et al. (11) showed that a single compartment was not
adequate to describe the clearance of an inert, freely
diffusable gaseous tracer from the hand, adding a further
dispersion and delay, but this effect should be small. The
dispersion of the sampled input function may be due in part
to difficulties in obtaining blood samples rapidly from a
clinical population, because venous samples often take close
to 20 5 to draw in these patients. The patient population had a

FIGURE4. ComparisonofsampledandAOlinputfunctions.
(A)Timecoursesof radioactivityinwholeblood(dottedline),after
partial-volumeand spillover correction (dashed line) and after
partitioncorrection(solidline)forsinglepatient.Dot-dashedline
showstimecourseof radioactivityin sampledplasmafor same
patient.(B)Peakheightversustimeto peakfor25 patientsin
whombothvenousAOl inputfunction(0) andsampledvenous
input function (x) were obtained. (C) Mean time courses of
radioactivity(n = 25) for venousAOl inputfunction(0) and
sampledvenousinputfunction(x). Solidlineillustratesbestfitof
Equation3tofirst minuteof meanAOl inputfunction.Dashedline
shows resultsof analyticmodelthat predictsarterialtime course
of radioactivity,givenmeasuredvenoustimecourse.Thisesti
mateof arterialsupplyof tracerpeaks10.95 earlierand 11%
higherthanvenousAOlinputfunction.
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K1k2Ks(mLlmin/mL)(min1)(min1)Inputmean

Â±SDmean Â±SDmean Â±SDfunction(SD/mean)(SD/mean)(SD/mean)@(t),

sampled0.255 Â±0.256
(1.01)0.153

Â±0.163
(1.06)0.013

Â±0.004
(0.28)@t),

AOl0.103 Â±0.107
(1.04)0.034

Â±0.027
(0.80)0.014

Â±0.005
(0.37)r0.360.550.55a>0.05>0.01>0.5AOl

= regionofinterest.

Input
functionK@

(mL/min/mL)
meanÂ±SD
(SD/mean)Intercept

meanÂ±SD
(SD/mean)@(t),

sampled0.0133 Â±0.0080
(0.60)2.01

Â±0.75
(0.37)@t),

AOl0.0211 Â±0.0153
(0.72)1.51

Â±0.75
(0.50)r0.690.31a>0.10>0.10ROI

= regionof interest.

TABLE 2
ResultsofGraphicAnalysisUsingSampled

and AOl Input Functions

TABLE 3
Results of Compartmental Analysis Using Sampled and ROl

Input Functions

mean age of 53 y, and no exclusions were made in this study
on the basis of cardiovascular disease, which is likely to be a
further confounding issue. However, these patients are
probably representative of those referred for investigations
of cerebral dopaminergic function in a clinical PET depart
ment.

For those PET tracers, including FmT, for which periph
eral metabolism of the injectate may influence quantitative
results, a small number of venous blood samples (possibly
only a single sample if population-based corrections are
appropriate) must usually be obtained. This correction for
peripheral metabolism is not unique to the technique pre
sented, nor is it necessary for several PET tracers in current
clinical use. Even though there is a need for metabolite
correction when using the tracer FmT, we reduced the
number of required blood samples from 38 to 5 through the
use of a venous ROI input function.

The ROI input function is sensitive to the partition of the
tracer between plasma and red blood cells. For example, in
the case of fluorodeoxyglucose, the plasma and red blood
cell radioactivities reach equilibrium rapidly, so that either
the plasma or the whole-blood time-activity curves can be
used as input functions (15). This is not the case with FmT
(Fig. 3A). The red blood cell plasma membrane is permeable
to several amino acids. Neutral aromatic amino acids, such
as tyrosine, will enter the erythrocytes sharing a transport
system with leucine that involves facilitated diffusion (39).
We have presented an approach that includes the equilibra
tion of the tracer between plasma and red blood cells. The
results show that FmT equilibrium is reached in approxi
mately 20 mm (Fig. 3B).

We observed excellent agreement (within a few percent)
between computationally and experimentally determined
recovery coefficients for the vessel and region radii used in
this study. The computational method of determining the
recovery coefficient systematically overestimates f for very
large vessel radii and may underestimate f for very small
region sizes. These effects may be caused by the neglect of
the axial dimension in our model; smoothing by the tomo
graph in the third dimension is ignored in the model. Figure
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FIGURE5. Resultsofgraphicandcompartmentalanalysis.(A)
Influx constant, K@(mL/min/mL), determined using region of
interest(AOl)inputfunction,isplottedagainstthatdetermined
usingsampledinputfunction;therewasnosignificantdifference
betweenmeanvalueof twodistributions.(B) Parameterk3
(min1), determined by compartmental analysis using two input
functions,isshown.Again,differencesinmeanwerenotsignifi
cant. We observedgreater interpatientvariationin both K@and k3
when AOl inputfunctionwas used.
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4A illustrates the difference, for a single patient, between the
corrected and measured curves at each time point, that is, the
magnitude of the partial-volume and spillover correction
that was applied to the data in this example. Figure 2C shows
the mean value of this correction for all patients; the peak
height of the ROI input function is corrected by about 18%
(with a large interpatient SD). From 2 mm on, the difference
is essentially equal to zero, so that the partial-volume and
spillover correction has a negligible effect, that is, the
corrected curve and the measured one are essentially the
same. Although ideally an MR venogram would allow direct
measurement of the dimensions of the confluence of venous
sinuses in each patient, the error introduced by assuming a
constant value for each patient is small; for vessel radii
between 3 and 5 mm, the recovery coefficient varies between
0.3 and 0.7 (Fig. 2A). This implies that the true correction at
the peak could be between 13% and 30% of peak height,
whereas our estimate of a 4-mm vessel radius assumes a
correction of 18%.

Our evaluation of more than 30 ROIs in the intracranial
blood pools of 10 patients led us to position ROIs at the
confluence of the superior sagittal, straight and transverse
sinuses. This area of the venous blood pool is easily
recognizable on the summed images from the first minute of
an FmT study, providing an anatomic landmark to improve
reproducibility, and has a volume that is large compared
with that of other arteries and veins in the field of view. In
addition, the position of this region of the blood pool within
the skull allows an accurate attenuation correction to be
performed analytically, obviating the need for measured
attenuation correction and the subsequent increase in image
noise that might be unavoidable if an inferior region were
used. The use of ROIs defined over intracranial arteries to
obtain an input function for PET has recently been proposed
(18). In our experience, such regions have been prone to
noise and have required large partial-volume and spillover
corrections; this makes us somewhat cautious in recommend
ing arterial ROIs for routine clinical use, particularly when
modeling efforts may be sensitive to noise in the input
function (3â€”5,18).The radius of the internal carotid artery,
for example, is only 2.3 Â±0.4 mm (40), and therefore the
diameter is smaller than the resolution of the tomographs
(FWHM). An arterial ROI, however, may be feasible when
using a tomograph with higher sensitivity or better resolu
tion (or both) than those used in this study or when the
modeling undertaken is relatively insensitive to noise in the
input function.

The dashed line in Figure 4C illustrates the analytic
estimate of the arterial supply of radiotracer to the brain.
This curve peaks about 10 s before the venous ROI input
function and has a peak height that is approximately 10%
higher than C@(t).Although this arterial-venous dispersion is
significant when compared with the exquisite accuracy now
available for arterial sampling with tracers such as
labeled water, these differences are small when compared
with C5(t), the sampled venous input function, and will likely

have a minimal effect on calculated parameter values. Again,
note that the dispersion and delay in the C5(t) does not reflect
a normal population but reflects a group of patients with a
mean age of53 y. This analysis suggests that the venous ROI
input function may be much closer to the arterial input to
brain tissue than the arterialized venous input function
obtained in a middle-aged or elderly clinical population.
This analytic approach rests on the assumptions that sodium
is a goodreferencetracerfor aminoacids(28) andthatthe
transit of FmT through the brain will be similar to that of
tyrosine.

Because the sampled and ROl input functions converge
after initial differences in the early peak, the net influx of
tracer, after the system reaches equilibrium, should be fairly
insensitive to the input function used. This was confirmed in
the graphic and compartmental analyses studied here (Tables
2 and3); neitherK, (18) nork3wassignificanflyaffectedby
the choice of input function. There appears to be a trend
toward higher values of the rate constants K1 and k2 when
determined using the sampled input function. This differ
ence is associated with the lower peak height in the sampled
input function: To achieve the same amount of tracer in
tissue at early times, the flux of tracer into the reversible
compartments must be higher if the input function is lower.
The use of the ROI input function decreases the variance in
parameters K1and k2while increasing the variance in K, and
k3. ThiS may indicate that the effects of interpatient differ
ences in blood circulation and sampling have been reduced,
whereas interpatient variations in dopaminergic function are
now more readily quantified.

CONCLUSION

We present an alternative means of determining a plasma
input function for PET studies, with the aim of increasing the
feasibility of quantitative PET in busy clinical settings. We
find that the sensitivity and resolution of current tomographs
make a venous ROl-based input function possible, and we
introduce simple corrections to this input function for partial
volume, spillover and partition of the tracer between plasma
and red blood cells. The investigations suggest that the
venous ROI input function may be closer to the arterial
supply of radiotracer to the brain than arterialized venous
blood, at least in some patient populations.
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